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movie re-production makes all efforts to find the highest quality versions of our movies on dvd that
will play anywhere in the world, on tv equipment, game consoles, computers, game systems, set-top
boxes, bluray and other products. but because that is nearly impossible and we can't keep our links
and information available without having paid for it, we are forced to give you the lowest possible
price of this title, probably not even $1. mannu maheshwari has just finished his research on
bhanumati (daughter of maheshwar he is always befriends with her when they are children. both are
children, when they grow older, they fall in love but maheshwarai is married to rohit maheshwari.
rohit maheshwari is living a happy life, as her husband and maheshwar is a sad and depressed
person. he has lost his job,he gave his wife an ipad and in return she was offered a big house in
bangalore. this brings suffering to him and he wants to leave the house. he doesn't have anybody
else to take care of him,he must have fallen sick. rohit begins to think about the past, and his father
also tells him about the famous ghost and tells that the ghost is still roaming the house. thus starts a
journey that will change the future of both father and son. this is the story of three people. the three
are: mamta, rohit, and maheshwar. mamta is the wife of rohit and maheshwar is the husband of
mamta. so the whole story takes place in the house where maheshwar and mamta live. this is a
romantic story, where we learn about the value of family. the heartwarming truth is that if the family
comes first in our life, then we will live a happy and successful life. the major characters of this story
are the ghost, the master of the house, the ghost hunter, the soul stealer, the three friends, the
driver etc.
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